IT Assessment
IT environments have grown substantially in recent years, both in size and in
complexity. New technology is constantly being layered on top of existing solutions in
order to support new initiatives or direction changes. The downside of this on-the-fly
growth? Still useful technologies can be buried under new additions while, in other
cases, legacy solutions and licenses may continue to consume resources unnoticed.
Overcoming these challenges and ensuring technology architecture and investments
remain aligned with mission critical objectives requires accurate and up-to-date
environmental snapshots.
Arraya’s IT Assessment Service can provide a detailed understanding of the technology
assets that an organization currently controls and supports. Organizations will come
away from this assessment with the necessary data to protect themselves from
technical debt, skills shortages and the inability to make timely decisions to remediate
areas of improvement.

TAKING A STRATEGIC APPROACH TO
TECHNOLOGY
Arraya’s IT Assessment Service incorporates proven methodologies and a highly
responsive approach to managing deliverables, all backed by our team of highlyqualified subject matter experts. Every engagement is overseen by an experienced
project manager and custom-tailored to consider the needs and obligations of the
individual organization.
In order to ensure our experts are always close at hand, Arraya will establish a readily
accessible and secure file share. This allows our team to safely and easily share data and
deliverables throughout the duration of the assessment.
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EXECUTING ON BUSINESS OBJECTIVES
Upon the completion of the assessment, our team can continue to work side-byside with technology and business leaders to help efficiently build and manage an
ideal IT infrastructure. Using data about the current state gleaned from the
assessment, Arraya will partner with onsite resources to further IT and business
alignment by establishing a project portfolio and a laying out a technology
roadmap for future success.

WHY PARTNER WITH ARRAYA ADVISORY
SERVICES?
Arraya Solutions’ Advisory Services can ensure any business stays on top of the topics
and technologies that are defining its field. These services are ongoing engagements
connecting organizations directly to the knowledge and experience of our team. Our
strategic approach provides a high-level road map, gap assessment, and current
state assessment constructed with a hand from Arraya’s team of expert IT resources
that can help businesses plan for short and long term IT success.
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